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The King Air is a VFR (Visual Flight Rules) single engine aircraft that is
similar to the Beechcraft Duke. It was developed in the 1960s from a
single engine Beechcraft C-12 Huron and first flew in 1968. It is an

instrument-only aircraft with a fixed tricycle landing gear. The same
simulators as you have come to love from Pilot Patented Technology

(PAT) are used to create this beautiful and highly realistic aircraft. All of
the new features include, 3D gauges, and amazing sounds, lights,

animations, and realistic flight dynamics! The Livery is fully-customisable
including: windscreen, tail section, cabin windows, tail accents, splitter,
and more. You can create the perfect flying masterpiece for your home
cockpit. Key Features: Modelled in the same way as the award-winning
C90B King Air. All of the new features including 3D gauges, and realistic

flight dynamics. Add-on makes it easy to travel between FSX and
Prepar3d. New liveries includes: Green, Red, Blue, Yellow, and White. FSX
Steam edition includes: Parachute & Smoke System. Checks your aircraft
for damage Fly it to one of several destinations. RTP (Restart To Point) -

allow you to fly a fully functional aircraft to an airport. Press ESC to pause
(pause will not be saved in game) Hover over your aircraft to move in and

out of the hangar Repainting your aircraft with custom liveries and
colours. About Carenado: Carenado is a leading German Pilot Training

specialist providing simulations with unique and legendary realism.
Carenado is not only renowned for their passion for simulation and

instruments but also for their unwavering integrity and experience. With
over 20 years of simulation experience, Carenado is one of the leading
developers of flight simulators for both Windows and Linux. About FSX

Steam Edition: FSX Steam Edition brings the legendary high fidelity flight
simulation experience into the homes of PC gamers across the globe.

Since its introduction in 2012, FSX has helped millions of players achieve
their piloting ambitions and has spawned countless new community

pilots. Now, with this new version of FSX, an entirely new generation of
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pilots can experience the excitement and immersion of flying just like a
pilot and the advanced technology behind it all. With its unique blend of

technology and realism, FSX Steam Edition

Features Key:
Total Dynamic - (Deadline) Drive all...
Grenade - Perfect Rally and Triumph

Short game modes
Lives

Team Game

Kotelec (AMAZING developers from Canada) has Haimrik on their website since
2017 (I don’t know how long it has been out). They released it for FREE a lot of
times.
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